In the context of assessing the impact of management and environmental factors on animal health, behaviour or performance it has become increasingly important to conduct (epidemiological) studies in the field. Hence, the number of investigated farms per study is considerably high so that numerous observers are needed for investigation. In order to maintain the quality and validity of study results calibration meetings where observers are trained and the current level of agreement is assessed have to be conducted to minimise the observer effect. When study animals were rated independently by the same observers by a categorical variable the exclusion test can be performed to identify disagreeing observers. This statistical test compares for each variable and each observer the observer-specific agreement with the overall agreement among all observers based on kappa coefficients. It accounts for two major challenges, namely the absence of a gold-standard observer and different data type comprising ordinal, nominal and binary data. The presented methods are applied on a reliability study to assess the agreement among eight observers rating welfare parameters of laying hens. The degree to which the observers agreed depended on the investigated item (global weighted kappa coefficients: 0.37 to 0.94). The proposed method and graphical description served to assess the direction and degree to which an observer deviates from the others. It is suggested to further improve studies with numerous observers by conducting calibration meetings and accounting for observer bias.
Introduction
Animal health and animal behaviour are often measured by observer ratings using scoring systems (Meagher, 2009) . Systems exist, for example, to score welfare of laying hens in different housing systems (Blokhuis et al., 2007) , to assess lameness of dairy cows (Winckler and Willen, 2001) or to measure behavioural traits in dogs (Svartberg, 2005) containing binary, nominal or ordinal outcomes. In multipersonnel study settings measurements are individually influenced by the rater itself. Therefore, reliability studies are necessary to measure inter-observer agreement and to reduce this measurement bias. When observer trainings are conducted to improve reliability, commonly, the degrees of agreement among all observers are compared between different time points (e.g. after several training sessions: Brenninkmeyer et al., 2007 , or before and after training: Thomsen et al., 2008) . Additionally, one might want to analyse the existing data to assess the observer-specific agreement and to conduct an individual training. When physical conditions or behavioural traits are of interest, a gold-standard observer is often not available. Therefore, the reliability of one observer can only be assessed against the collectivity of all other participating raters. Literature comprises numerous methods to assess intra-and interobserver agreement with most of the analyses based on kappa statistics (e.g. Elbers et al., 2004; Kaler et al., 2009; Pedersen et al., 2011) . As kappa statistics can be biased by the marginal distributions of ratings and the number of score levels, the PABAK analysis was developed and is used in several studies (Byrt et al., 1993; Petersen et al., 2004; Thomsen and Baadsgaard, 2006; Brenninkmeyer et al., 2007; March et al., 2007) . However, this method does not account for ordinal data. The aim of this study was to describe an improved kappa-based statistical method to determine interobserver agreement and to identify disagreeing observers in a situation where no gold-standard is available and the ratings can be of ordinal, nominal or binary nature. A reliability study on body condition of laying hens is used to illustrate the method.
Material and methods

Study data
The statistical methods are applied to a reliability study which is part of a network project to improve small group housing systems by assessing the effect of housing and management on laying hen welfare. One part of the investigation considered the body condition of hens. In order to provide comparable data when the body condition is evaluated in different study centres, a reliability study was conducted. Therefore, eight observers with a comparably little experience on evaluating body condition in laying hens were introduced to a scoring system to quantify plumage condition, skin lesions and other health characteristics of layers at the beginning of the network project. The used scoring system is an adapted version of the scoring system developed within the EU LayWel project (Blokhuis et al., 2007) . The introduction was performed by a team of well experienced observers in form of a workshop. The training was done before the rating, including all variables except for the overall impression of the hens, which had to be judged without attempting standardization. Afterwards, each observer independently rated the same 40 hens in a varying order. The hens were randomly selected within one experimental station. Hens were selected out of all cages of a housing system similar to those investigated in the network.
In total, 24 qualitative variables were observed (Table 1 ). The plumage condition was assessed using one binary variable for head condition (1: damaged feathers, 0: no damaged feathers) and six ordinal variables with four levels, rating the condition of neck, back, wing, breast and abdomen (4: <6 feathers damaged, 3: 6 to 10 feathers damaged, 2: 11 to 15 feathers damaged, 1: 16 or more feathers damaged) as well as tail (4: <6 feathers damaged, 3: 6 to 8 feathers damaged, 2: 9 to 12 feathers damaged, 1: 13 or more feathers damaged).
Nine nominal variables with three levels each were observed concerning lesions on comb, head, neck, back, wing, breast, abdomen, cloaca and feet (0: no lesion, 1: covered lesion, 2: fresh, bleeding lesion). Further variables of interest were associated with mites (1: yes, 0: no), keel bone status (ordinal with three levels each: 4: no deformity, 3: mild deformity, 2: moderate/severe deformity), hyperceratosis of foot pad and toe pads (1: moderate/severe, 0: no/mild), epithelial lesion of foot pad and toe pads (both ordinal with four levels each: 4: no lesion and no swelling, 3: superficial lesion and no swelling, 2: moderate-graded lesion and swelling, 1: severe lesion and swelling) as well as the occurrence of broken claws (1: yes, 0: no). Additionally, the overall condition of the hens was assessed reflecting the general impression of each observer (1: bad, 0: good).
Statistical analyses
To assess inter-observer agreement in a situation where a sample of n objects (here laying hens) was rated independently by the same m observers, global kappa coefficients were calculated and exclusion tests were performed. In general, kappa values can be interpreted as the proportion of agreement beyond chance with a possible range of −1 to 1. Kappa values >0 indicate that observers agree beyond chance. The larger the kappa value, the more evidence for inter-observer reliability can be assumed.
Assessing the global agreement. For each variable, a global weighted kappa coefficient κ (global ) was calculated to quantify the inter-observer agreement among all m observers (see appendix, Krummenauer, 2005 and 2006) . Different weight functions were chosen depending on the measurement scale. For dichotomous or nominal scales only agreeing observations (weight 1) and disagreeing observations (weight 0) were differentiated. For ordinal scales the quadratic weight function suggested by Fleiss and Cohen (1973) was used, which varies between 1 and 0 according to the strength of disagreement (see appendix). Asymptotical 95% confidence intervals for global kappa were calculated under normality using an asymptotical variance estimator (see appendix, Krummenauer, 2005) .
Identifying disagreeing observers. To identify disagreeing observers an exclusion test was conducted for each observer A, A = 1, …, m. For this purpose, the observed and expected agreement between observer A and the remaining (m − 1) observers was estimated. These were used to estimate an observer-specific weighted kappa coefficient κ (A) (see appendix). If the observer-specific kappa is significantly smaller than the global kappa, there is evidence that the corresponding observer disagrees with others. The test statistic of the exclusion test for observer A, A = 1, …, m, is given byκ To check this, we examined for each variable the most frequently given score per hen. If at least two hens were differently scored, we accepted the study population as being heterogeneous.
Special case: an observer rated all objects identically. If one observer, say observer Z, rated all hens identically with the same score level concerning one variable, the calculated observed agreement and the expected agreement between this observer and any other observer is equal. Consequently, the estimates for his or her observer-specific kappa and the according variance are both zero and it is not reasonable to calculate the exclusion test statistic. If there was evidence for a heterogeneous study population for this variable (for decision rule see above), a 41st artificial hen was constructed, to which identical ratings by all observers were assigned, with a score level differing from that of observer Z. The analysis of this variable was then conducted with the modified dataset.
Results
In total the inter-observer agreement was assessed for 17 out of 24 variables. Fifteen of these 17 variables were analysed directly using the exclusion test. For the two variables lesion at cloaca and occurrence of broken claws the analysis was conducted after adding a 41st artificial hen to the dataset. The ratings concerning the variables lesions at head, neck, back, wing, abdomen and feet as well as occurrence of mites led to the assumption of homogeneous study population (Table 1) . Therefore, the agreement of observers was not assessed. The estimates of global kappa coefficients, presented in Figure 1 , show that the overall agreement was beyond chance for all variables with estimates varying between 0.37 (lesions at comb) and 0.94 (plumage condition of back).
Using the exclusion test we identified one significantly disagreeing observer for head plumage condition, two for tail plumage condition, one for foot pad hyperceratosis and one for toe pad hyperceratosis. The detailed assessment of disagreeing observers is displayed in Table 2 and Figure 2 for plumage condition of tail with two disagreeing observers, here named as observer X and observer Y. In 15.5% of cases observer X assessed the hens' plumage condition with a lower score, in 22.0% of cases with a higher score compared with the others and therefore differed non-systematically. The Bowker test showed no statistically significant asymmetry with P = 0.954. In 50% of the cases observer Y assessed the plumage condition with a lower score and in 4% of cases with a higher score in comparison to the other observers. With P = 0.008 this observer differed systematically from others. In the cases of plumage condition at head and hyperceratosis at foot pad results of the McNemar test showed that identified observers did not differ systematically (P = 0.550, 0.210). In the case of hyperceratosis at toe pads the McNemar test result showed that the identified observer differed systematically (P = 0.006).
As the chosen methods do not account for missing values, hens with incomplete ratings were not included in the agreement analysis. Accordingly, the sample size is reduced in some cases (see Table 1 for frequencies).
Discussion
In this paper kappa-based methods are provided for analysing observer-specific agreement in settings where a fixed group of observers rates the same objects during a one-time calibration meeting. The presented exclusion test was developed by Krummenauer (2005 and 2006) for application in the field of improving diagnostic findings in human medicine with the idea, that excluding identified observers will make the remaining ratings more consistent. In the application of reliability studies all participating observers will participate in future studies as well. Therefore, it is not reasonable to exclude identified observers but to train them specifically to improve the overall agreement.
Kappa coefficients are frequently criticised (e.g. Byrt et al., 1993) as the magnitude of kappa strongly depends on the marginal distributions of ratings, the number of score levels and the applied weights for calculations. Unweighted kappa decrease when more score levels exist, while weighted kappa with quadratic weight functions increase with the Agreement between several observers number of score levels (Sim and Wright, 2005) . Therefore, a straightforward interpretation is difficult. The statistical test method used in this study is based on the difference between two kappa coefficients (global v. observer-specific) and is therefore partly based on the same ratings. Assuming that the prevalences of scores and the marginal distributions in both sets of data are similar, the two coefficients are comparable and the results of the exclusion test are reliable. However, it is not recommended to compare kappa values between different variables or different studies. Thus, we decided to avoid using published benchmarks for coefficient interpretation (Landis and Koch, 1977) , which are, as commented by the authors, 'clearly arbitrary'.
Independently from the statistical method, the objects to be rated should show certain variability in their conditions to evaluate observer agreement properly concerning the variables of interest. If this is not given, the true reliability concerning the variable cannot be assessed. In our example we accepted the study population to be heterogeneous, if at least two hens had a different most frequent score. It should be noted that this is an arbitrarily chosen cut-off and might be worth a discussion. As true conditions are unknown, reasons for the absence of heterogeneity in ratings might be on the one hand that the scoring system was not discriminating enough. Another reason could be that the study Figure 1 Global kappa coefficients with 95% asymptotic confidence intervals. Ruddat, Scholz, Bergmann, Buehring, Fischer, Manton, Prengel, Rauch, Steiner, Wiedmann, Kreienbrock and Campe population was too homogeneous. Homogeneity was apparent in our study and unfortunately could not be avoided due to the investigated hens originating from the same housing system. In order to offer comparable results for agreement assessment in the situation where one (or more) observer(s) rated all hens identically and others did not, we analysed the data including an additional hen, to investigate if these differences between observers are given by random or if they are significant. The approach of creating one additional hen to enable the assessment of agreement is based on the idea of adding constants in cases of empty cells for contingency table analysis, which is performed by many researchers (Agresti, 2002) . In conclusion, we decided that this approach is helpful to deal with this situation seeing that the alternative would be to exclude the concerned observer or even the whole variable from assessment. A further requirement for a proper evaluation of observer agreement is that each score level of the variable of interest should have been observed. If score levels are provided but not assigned at all, this implicates that the agreement and reliability of observers concerning these score levels cannot be assessed. If score levels are given with low frequency, the methods described can be applied, but validity of results can be limited for the concerned score levels. Either way, the observed frequencies (as shown in Table 1 ) should be considered in any case for interpreting the calculated agreements.
The statistical methods are presented here in the context of reliability studies, but can be applied in any situation with binary, nominal or ordinal outcomes where the same observers rated the same animals (or other objects of interest). Multi-personnel study design is common in field studies when diagnostic findings depend on observer ratings in the context of clinical symptoms (e.g. Elbers et al., 2004) , when health scoring systems are applied (e.g. Blokhuis et al., 2007) or when behavioural traits shall be assessed (e.g. Ott et al., 2011) . In any multi-observer study measures have to be taken before the initiation of a study to minimise the observer effect. Therefore, it is advisable to conduct calibration meetings where observers are trained and the current level of agreement is assessed. Generally, the aspired level of agreement has to be defined under consideration of the investigated items. In doing so, it is useful to get an overall impression of the observer agreement per investigated item by employing a statistical test. The overall agreement between all observers should be calculated and significantly deviating observers should be identified. The proposed approach can be applied on studies where no gold-standard observer can be determined. This implies the possibility of applying the method on diagnostic test evaluation studies, where no gold-standard test is available, as well. However, kappa-based methods depend on the apparent prevalence (Gardner et al., 2000) . Therefore, latent class models are preferable for evaluation studies. Nevertheless, as regards Figure 2 Proportions of (dis)agreement for the two statistically significant disagreeing observers in rating plumage condition of tail (four levels) for 40 laying hens. The white bar indicates the proportion of ratings agreeing with the remaining seven observers, the left grey bars of each figure indicate disagreement in rating lower scores than others, the right grey bars indicate disagreement in rating higher scores than others, respectively (100% = 40 × 7). Y 1  1 4  5  2  0  2  16  8  5  6  2  5  15  27  9  3  5  12  35  25  3  0  6  30  97  4  0  3  26  132  4  0  0  0  70 diagnostic tests, our kappa-based method can be applied on laboratory validation studies (ring-trials).
In conclusion, the presented kappa statistics are appropriate for assessing agreement among multiple observers in ordinal, nominal and binary data and a statistical test is used to identify disagreeing observers. Graphics are provided to describe the direction and degree of deviance. Results obtained applying these methods can be used in reliability studies to train observers more individually and correct for the identified bias in order to improve agreement among several observers. To improve the quality of a reliability study in general, it must be ensured that the study population is heterogeneous concerning all variables among all score levels of interest. In the presented example the method was applied to laying hens and body conditions. However, in general the method can be applied to any binary, nominally or ordinally scaled measures to assess the welfare (EFSA Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012), health and behaviour of any animal species and even to analyse laboratory validation studies (ring-trials). Conclusively, it is suggested to further improve studies with numerous observers by conducting calibration meetings and accounting for observer bias by applying an approach like the one presented here.
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